
 

 

 

 

 

Our extended day program offers children in the threes to stay until 1:15 and fours and Pre-K to 

stay until 2:30. Children that stay are grouped together as best as possible by age group and 
remain with WJC teachers until pick-up. They enjoy lunch with their friends, participate in their 

choice of elective for approximately 30-40 minutes and then return to the classroom for 
dismissal or additional play-time. Elective classes will meet for approximately 20 of the 24 or so 
extended day weeks.  

Dance & Drum (Monday)  
 

A legend at WJC, Shmulik Gov-Ari, acclaimed Israeli  
choreographer, has created a unique program designed to  

engage children’s multiple intelligences to teach Hebrew, Judaic  

values, Israel & holidays. The program interweaves drums, flags,  
fabrics, newspapers and other props with dance & song in a fun  

engaging manner. This program has been used with tremendous success over the 
past twenty years in schools in Israel, the United States, Europe and Asia. 

Tae Kwon Do (Tuesday) 

Back for the 2018/2019 year, Cosmo’s Martial Arts Center bring us their  
Tae Kwon Do program.  It teaches students to be healthy in body and  

mind. Through cardio vascular exercises, students will improve in  

strength, flexibility, balance, endurance and coordination skills. They  
provide an “I can do it!” approach to gain self-confidence and their  

instructors will always motivate students to develop a positive attitude  
toward life and challenge individuals to strive for their goals. 
 

Mad Science (Thursday)  

An all-time favorite, this program provides hands-on interactive and  

educational science experiences which will give children a clear  
understanding of the scientific process and how science affects the  

world around them. 
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Star Kidz (Wednesday) 

Brand new for the 2018/2019 school year, Star Kidz is a unique  
arts program that combines singing, acting and dancing.  At the  

heart of this program is the belief that every child has a talent  
for creative expression.  Some kids come in with tons of  

confidence, wanting a career onstage, and others enter super-shy  
and are just hoping to enjoy themselves and develop a sense of  

confidence.   
All the kids have a great time while building their self-esteem.  


